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Advanced techniques you need to know

IAB Search
Marketing Council
This handbook was produced by the
IAB Search Marketing Council, a group
of industry experts from all of the leading
search engines, agencies and a select
panel of advertisers. The Council meets
monthly to produce educational material
and to improve standards across the
industry. Other available resources
produced by the Council are shown to
the right.

Is your campaign optimised for search?
Optimising your web presence
7 steps to optimised web presence heaven! The Council
has created a short seven point checklist to ensure you are
optimising your web presence for search with bite size chunks
of information on search marketing, benchmarking, usability
and more. Order a hard copy of the guide by emailing
jack@iabuk.net or access a PDF at: http://www.iabuk.
net/optimiseyourwebpresence/

Access search marketing
information at your desk
IAB Website
IAB works with its large membership base to
ensure the information available on its website is
up-to-date and easy to use. Access an expansive
online search marketing resource at:
www.iabuk.net/search/
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IAB Ad Spend –
search market facts

• B
 etween July 06 – June 07 paid for search
became a £1.4 billion pound medium in the UK,
accounting for 57.1% of the total amount of money
spent on online advertising.

The Digital Media Mix
Percentage share of revenues for
January to June 2007
0.6%
0.6%

21.5%

• In July 2007 28m people visited a search engine
in the UK and 26.2m of these clicked through
onto a site.
• T
 his equates to 90% of the internet population
visiting a search engine and 83% clicking through.

21.5%

• T
 here were 1.4bn search queries carried out in
the UK in July 2007.
20.8%

20.8%

57.1%

57.1%
Display
Classified
Paid for search

Half year total
£1,334.3m

• O
 n average, there are 3.3 click throughs per
search session.
• S
 earch revenues in the first half of 2007 reached
£762m
Awareness and use of mobile phone features, June 2007

Strong growth of Search continues
762.3

Solus Email

Aware
mobil
capab

631.3
531.3

£m

431.4
337.0
181.2

248.5

H1 2004 H2 2004 H1 2005 H2 2005

H1 2006 H2 2006

H1 2006

Source: Nielsen Net Ratings, MegaView Search UK, July 2007, Home and
Work, Netview July 2007, IAB/PwC Online Ad Spend H1 2007
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by Mel Carson

introduction
The recent report from the IAB/PWC shows that
internet advertising spend will top £2.7 billion in
2007. If this isn’t exciting enough, then the 44%
growth in the paid search sector must go a long
way to show that search engine marketing is
working, and working beautifully for advertisers.
The last 18 months has seen some great developments in the
industry, helping marketers realise the web’s potential for targeting
their wares to consumers through search in a myriad of ways.
Whether it’s Yahoo!’s new Panama platform, Google Analytics or
Microsoft adCenter’s demographic targeting capabilities, it is these
innovative tools that are helping advertisers create better, more
meaningful connections with consumers.
We see the future of search as being all about the data – not just
where are my customers searching and what are they searching
for? But who are my customers? Where are they coming from?
Where are they going? How can I target them better? But it’s
not just us! Marketers are, quite rightly, looking for more insight
and a better return on investment and the search engines are
responding!

Mel Carson
Microsoft adCenter
Community Manager

As this handbook proves, there are many people in the industry just
as passionate about search who are willing to empower you with
information to help you get the most out of your campaigns - and
give you some tips about other areas you may not have thought
about.
I’d like to thank them and the IAB for giving us the opportunity to
be involved with this valuable resource.
Go Forth & ROI!

Throw
6 to
start
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Combining paid
search & search
engine optimisation
Search engine results are
made up of both natural
and paid-for listings. In
order to get the best
visibility and return on
investment (ROI), brands
should ideally run a
coordinated approach
for pay per click (PPC)
and search engine
optimisation (SEO).

start
here

miss a
turn
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Definition of terms:
PPC advertisements are highly-relevant text ads displayed in
response to a consumers’ search engine enquiry. These ads
are displayed as sponsored listings within the search results
and each includes a link to the company page. It is important
to remember a cost is only incurred if a user clicks, interacts
or completes an action with the ad.
SEO is the process of improving a website
in order to achieve the highest possible
position in natural search results. This is
done by defining key relevant phrases for a
company and its offering, then optimising
content on the site and building quality links
to reflect this.

For more on the
fundamentals of SEO and
PPC and other search
marketing principles, visit
the IAB’s comprehensive
search marketing guide
on our website:
www.iabuk.net/search/

PPC

SEO

• P
 PC is more immediate, and can
be activated in a matter of days.

• S
 EO is a longer term strategy, it
will take several months to see
an impact.

• T
 ext within the ad is quick and
easy to change.
• A
 dvertisers pay on a cost-perclick pricing model.

IAB top tip

• L
 isting text is more difficult to
amend.
• S
 EO requires ongoing
investment to maintain ranking.

build
your
brand
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Combining paid search & search engine optimisation
If advertisers want to achieve the best results from their online
investment, brands should not focus just on PPC or SEO.
The ideal long term strategy is to have high visibility on both
paid and natural sides of the search results. This is the most
effective way for a brand to standout and achieve dominance
within a search page. A combined strategy will also give the
greatest chance of consumer clicks, meaning that both click
volumes as well as overall conversion volume are higher.

“Aligning PPC and
SEO strategy, rather
than managing
channels in isolation,
is ideal.”

Affect of top listings in both paid and organics:
out of 1000 impressions number of expected clicks to the page

Georgie Harmel,
ZedMedia

Being in both paid for and natural search, dramatically increases the
number of clicks to your page (1-2% to 6%) Source: Google

It should be remembered that generic terms which are very
competitive and costly in PPC are also likely to be very
competitive terms in SEO.

Integration: why it is important
Aligning PPC and SEO strategy, rather than managing
channels in isolation, is ideal. Whether this is done internally
by a brand or via one or several external agencies, integration
achieves the best results. It allows brands to generate optimal

6
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coverage on important keywords, develop strategies for different
stages in the research and & buying process, and to make cost
savings through shared learnings.

How to integrate
• T
 esting: new keywords can be tested in the PCC campaigns
to assess their performance to show more immediate results
than SEO can deliver. Keywords which generate good results
can then be added to the list of terms promoted through SEO.
Likewise, those terms which don’t perform can be left out of the
list to promote through SEO so that resource can be directed
to promoting terms that will have the most impact on overall
performance. Creative messaging can also be tested through
PPC, providing insights which can then be implemented in SEO.
• G
 eneric terms: they have the highest search volumes and
should be supported through PPC and SEO to ensure visibility.
This will impact user consideration. As these terms also tend
to have the highest cost per click (CPC), SEO can take the
pressure off the PPC listings.

Summary
If done correctly,
integration can lead
to better stand out
on page, a more cost
effective campaign,
increased visibility in
the search results and
most importantly more
consumers reaching
and being converted on
your site.

• T
 actical activity: it’s important that for tactical campaigns
SEO and PPC teams/agencies align approach. Short term
promotions/communications can be reflected in PPC text while
text in the natural listings will take longer to amend.
• L
 anding page: it is essential that the page consumers land on
is the same as advertised in the search listings, whether they’ve
come through a PPC link or a natural one. With PPC now
factoring in landing page content into the ranking and quality
score advertisers should consider using pages developed for
SEO purposes to deeplink through to (a deep link is a link that
takes a user from a top level page, to a page further down in the
site’s structure skipping a number of layers).

Home

• S
 earch submit pro: is a middle ground between PPC and
SEO, run by Yahoo! Search Marketing and can help visibility in
the natural side of the page.

Go
back3
places
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Demographic
targeting
start
here

Demographic targeting in
search is the process of only
showing adverts to specific
audiences using demographic
information such as age,
gender, location and socioeconomic class. This can be
done through some search
engines that have collected
this information or the marketer
by carefully choosing
keywords and ad copy.

MISS a
turn
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Send the right messages to the
right audience
One of the fundamental objectives of every marketer is to
send the right message to the right audience. Search engine
marketers communicate their ad messages to individuals
who have that requested information on specific topics
without having very much insight into the audience make-up.
Relevancy is king and so savvy online marketers concentrate
on maximising the relevancy between keywords, ads and
landing pages to help satisfy users’ search demands.
Essentially, there are two ways to target ads to the correct
audience: by customising the user’s search experience using
standard PPC methods and by using demographic targeting
technology.
When developing any highly-targeted campaign, it is essential
to consider the keyword set that will appeal to the desired
audience. 18-25 year olds invariably use a different mix of
keywords to find their holidays online in comparison to silver
surfers who may use different language and query string
formation (the combination of words used in a
search). By understanding the search behaviour of
different groups, you can demographically target by
selecting keywords that will be relevant to the desired
audience.

“By understanding
the search behaviour
of different
groups, you can
demographically
target by selecting
keywords that will
be relevant to the
desired audience.”
Colm Bracken,
Microsoft

9

Demographic targeting
Tailor your ad copy

IAB top tip
User groups and research
into competition are
the best way to begin
understanding the
language to use to target
specific demographics.

Having fought for a share of voice in a keyword auction, it is
important to make the most of those precious seconds of the
audience’s time. Understanding the click inducers for a given
audience helps to write compelling ad copy that will resonate.
Older people may be more persuaded by creative that offers
tour holidays in secure locations where price is not the primary
concern. Backpackers may look for ads promoting cheap
accommodation that is off the beaten track. Like offline
advertising, the language used in online creative ad copy
should appeal to its reader. Make it snappy or make it formal;
you decide on the right tone.

Demographic targeting
Influencing the position of ads for specific demographic
groups within traditional keyword auctions is currently only
possible with one search engine. Search engine marketers can
influence ad positions by specifying higher bids for keywords
that will be searched on by their target audience.
If the search engine understands the demographic breakdown
of their user base in real time, the ranking algorithm uses
this intelligence to push the most relevant ads up in the results
pages. For example, knowing that a searcher is male, belongs
to the 18-25 year old category and lives in Manchester is
not only informative but actionable. PPC advertisers who
deliberately target their ads will typically experience higher
levels of engagement, better conversion rates and greater ROI.

10
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Case study
Why should marketers spend time thinking about how to focus on pushing their
message to the right prospects? A recent case study in the UK showed that when a
travel advertiser used demographic targeting and up-weighed their bids by 30%
for searchers living in the London and Kent areas, aged between 25 and 45 years,
they experienced a click through rate that was five times higher than other search
engines. They also saw a click-to-sale ratio that was 35% higher than other search
engines where this type of targeting is not possible. In this example, the travel
advertiser understood where their likely customers live and used geographic and
demographic targeting to make their ads even more compelling.

Understanding online and offline audiences
Through online and offline research most advertisers understand
which demographic classifications are engaged with their brand
and their products or services. But sometimes online and offline
audiences differ in their make-up. When this is identified, a whole
new marketing strategy may need to be adopted for online
campaigns. To further complicate matters, an audience may differ
by demographic from search engine to search engine. Fortunately,
lots of research can be conducted on media owners’ data to
find out which groups search on which keywords the most often.
Nearly all good analytics packages offer this information.

Return on investment is key
Demographic targeting of ads brings even more value to a world
of advertising that is obsessed with return on investment. It must
be a priority for every marketer to prevent wasted ad spend from
the outset of any campaign. To reflect changes in trends over time,
it is necessary to optimise any targeting strategy you employ on an
ongoing basis, from updating keywords and ad copy to adjusting
your ad position strategy.

build
your
brand

Home
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Geotargeting

start
here
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In search, geotargeting is the
ability to target content by an
individual’s actual physical
location and is key to any
campaign where the location
is important.
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For instance, a person based in Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire
searching for “restaurants” could be shown links to
restaurants only in that location. This could be done by the
person typing the location into the search engine or by the
technology itself actually knowing where the device used by
the person is located.
Sites from the local pizza shop, to major retailing chains
with a nationwide presence cannot afford to ignore this
targeting option as the link between online research and
offline purchase becomes more and more evident. Research
conducted by Yahoo! and comScore in July 2007 pointed
to 89% of in-store buyers first researching their purchases
online. What this translates to is a need for search marketers
to ensure that their products or services are appearing in the
localities where they have a presence, or against keywords
that have the locality attached.

How it works
The major search engines are able to track the location of
searchers via the IP address that users search from, usually
a unique number associated with a user’s computer or
network. This data is provided by several centres that collect
and analyse geo-location data and thereafter identify the
location of the IP addresses via various Number Resource
Organisations (every country has an organisation like this who
are responsible for allocating IP addresses to providers – think
of them as the Land Registry of the internet). Other methods
include tracing users coming through servers that are not their
own as well as tracing network and router locations.

“Each of the major
search engines have
geotargeting as a
standard feature
when setting up a
campaign”
Jack Davidow,
i-level

RETURN
TO
START
13

Geotargeting
The search engines
Each of the major search engines have geotargeting as a
standard feature when setting up a campaign. Below we list
the features you will find by search engine:

Language Country

Region

City

Custom

• L
 anguage and country: this allows you to select a
country with a target audience of either a local or foreign
language. For example, targeting Spanish speakers in
the USA.

Roll
dice
again
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• R
 egion and city targeting: allows you to target ads to
small geographic areas by region or city (not available in
all countries). An example would be targeting people in
London or in England.

Roll
dice
again
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• C
 ustomised targeting: this allows you to target in 3
different ways:
- Specifying a radius around a physical address of your
company.
- Longitude and latitude of an area you wish to target.
-B
 y selecting multi points or points on a polygon within a 400
kilometre radius.
Outside of the PPC platform one is able to upload their
locations onto Google Maps via Google Base. This is free and
involves building an XML feed to upload the locations.

A word of caution
Search marketers should approach geotargeting with caution.
Whilst it can be integral to a campaign there are common issues
that affect accuracy. These result in ads displaying outside the
specified areas in the geotargeting settings. This is possibly
due to internet service providers blocking their users IP
addresses (AOL does this) or IP address blocks changing over
time so that if the IP database is not updated the old address is
reported on.
As the internet goes mobile-geotargeting will get easier as
mobile phones can be tracked within a few metres of their
actual location.

Go
back3
places
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Geotargeting
IFA Promotion case study
IFA Promotion promotes the benefits of independent
financial advice to UK consumers and businesses. Through
their website www.unbiased.co.uk they seek to direct
consumers to contact details of their local IFA’s office. Search
is one of the channels used to raise awareness of this service
and geographical targeting is key to the campaign.
i-level uses both paid and natural search to promote the IFA
service. For paid search separate geographical campaigns
were created. Within these campaigns a series of categories
(known as adgroups) were set-up for every relevant location
– this allowed creative to be tailored by location, ensuring
it was as relevant as possible to the user. Core campaign
keywords were then matched up with the specific location
to ensure that IFA Promotion were visible for every relevant
geographical search made. Geographical keywords currently
provide 10% of overall paid search volume.

Go
forward
7 places

build
your
brand
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Natural search is also an important part of the strategy which,
from a geographical perspective has been approached in two
ways. Firstly on-page site optimisation has helped to increase
rankings for relevant geographical terms. Secondly a feed of
the locations of over 9,000 of IFA Promotion’s members was
uploaded to Google maps. Once indexed this meant that
users of Google maps found IFA Promotion’s members when
searching for relevant keyterms as demonstrated below:

Google Maps

Home

17

Behavioural
targeting

4

start
here

The concept of behavioural
targeting in search is to
observe a user’s online search
behaviour anonymously and
then serve the most relevant
ads based on their behaviour.
Theoretically, this helps
advertisers deliver their online
ads to the users who are most
likely to be receptive to their
messages.

MISS a
turn
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Implications
There are growing forms of internet advertising vying for
advertising budgets increasing accountability in terms of
return on investment (ROI) and cost per acquisition
(CPA). To determine where the budget is spent, marketers are
looking for more ways to target their advertising to customers
who have a high propensity to convert. In theory, behavioural
targeting fits this criteria and can increase the effectiveness of
campaigns by reaching the right target audience online.
It is possible to build consumer profiles based on the users’
demographics, geographic location, lifestyle and affinities
– gathered in search engines by cookies (a small text file on
the user’s PC that identifies the user’s browser so a user can
be ‘recognised’ when they re-visit a site). By using this data
advertisers can ensure adverts in search engines are more
relevant to what the user has previously shown an interest in
and the interests of other users with similar profiles. Another
method is done live during a search session. For example, in
Google it is possible to search for your town, and then carryout
an entirely new search for a restaurant without the location,
and the search engine remembers the previous search to
refine results specifically to your town.

“It is possible to
build consumer
profiles based on the
users’ demographics,
geographic location,
lifestyle and affinities
– gathered in search
engines by cookies.”
Sarah Green,
Guava Ltd.

19

Behavioural targeting
A further step
Another step in behavioural targeting, is using data gained
from customer relationship management (CRM) systems
within websites to present visitors with the products they’re
most likely to purchase. This is done while a customer is
searching for products; the time when they have a high
propensity to purchase and using ad copy that is in tune with
their needs. Once customers have selected products and
have them in their basket, behavioural trends can be used to
present optimised cross-sell (similar) and up-sell (higher
price) products.
Travel and retail sites can use this to a particularly beneficial
end by monitoring the behaviour of anonymous customers
and establishing behavioural patterns. This often precedes
bookings of different types of products, before monitoring
these trends among future customers to display appropriate
products which are likely to be attractive and fulfil their needs.

How to use behavioural targeting in search
Behavioural targeting is available to a certain extent in all
search products, through geotargeting options and the
choice of sites where adverts should appear on content
sites. MSN goes one step further for their search and display
advertising; advertisers can incrementally bid for location, day,
time, age and gender, based on historic trends of types of
visitors who have shown an interest in your site and products.

build
your
brand
20
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Google’s personalised homepages gather increasing amounts
of data on user behaviour and the recent implementation
of an ad quality initiative shows how this search trend data
can be used. If you frequently search on certain keywords
in Google, you may start seeing ads in different positions on
the page. This is done in an attempt to match the ads with
your previous behaviour. The theory behind it is that if you
have done lots of searches for the same keywords, without
displaying normal user behaviour (i.e. you haven’t clicked on
any ads), the ads displayed can’t have been relevant to you
and therefore Google will show you different ads to improve
your user experience.

Case study
This approach has had proven success for Eurostar, when
they used MSN AdCenter’s geographic, demographic and
day-parting tools to focus on their key target audience during
a traditionally low sales period. This saw an increase in the
conversion rate on the previous month’s figures (MSN case
study, 2007).

Caveats

Summary
Behavioural search
targeting has been proven
to work with varying
degrees of success for
different companies in
different industries. If used
efficiently and with insight
into your consumers’
desires, such tweaks to
advertisers’ campaigns
can effectively target the
consumers you want to
reach and provide a boost
to help your campaign
gain the edge in today’s
competitive online
marketplace.

As with all these tools, behavioural targeting is only as
effective as the data which is fed into it. There are limitations,
including the dangers of relying on past trends to predict
future behaviour and also how users’ characteristics are
determined and linked back to the individual consumer.

Home
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Bid management
strategies
Bid management in search
relates specifically to PPC
search. All PPC listings
operate on a quality
score basis with the best
pages achieving the
highest position in a search
engine’s paid for area.

start
here

miss a
turn
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Why bid management strategies are essential
Once a campaign is up and running, the next major step is to
calculate how to drive the most volume to the programme and to
deliver efficiencies that will improve its ROI. The key to achieving
this is putting in place effective bid management strategies.
How do you best manage the bids for the hundreds, thousands,
or possibly millions of keywords in your programme? Will you
manually change the bids of all your keywords or will you use an
automated bid management tool that will perform all those ROI
calculations for you?
As far as time saving and efficiency goes, it is worth considering
using an automated bid management tool provided by search
engines (such as Google, Yahoo! and MSN) which can pull
in the real search engine click and cost data as well as the
conversion data and quality score. With this, data strategic
decisions based on the true ROI are made far easier.

Explanation of how techniques and tools work

“The best bid
management
strategies are those
that you can easily
control.”
James Bantick,
DoubleClick

There are generally three bid management strategies or rules
used by bid management tools.
• P
 osition: now operates on a quality score system whereby
the position is determined on the quality of the site (including
volume of clickthrough) and the keywording of ads.
• R
 OI: there are two types of ROI targets, cost per acquisition
(CPA) and revenue share. CPA is the total cost divided by
the number of orders or actions expressed as a monetary
value. Revenue share is the total cost against sales revenue
expressed as a percentage.

Go
back3
places
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Bid management strategies
• Click target: where the aim is to deliver a defined number of
clicks.
Most bid management systems will allow you to combine the
position and ROI rules so that you can set primary and secondary
targets for your keywords. Some tools will even allow you to set
different ROI rules by product, this is useful in the finance, travel and
retail sectors if your products have different profit margins.

miss a
turn

Caveats
Bid management tools are only as powerful as the person defining
the parameters the bid tools work within. Analysis of the current
keyword performance before bid management will help you
discover the profile of the keyword. You can then decide which bid
strategy is the best fit for the keyword. Do your keywords need to
maintain a position or do they better fit in a ROI-based bid strategy?
Or is a combination of position and ROI a better fit?
Most bid tools will optimise ROI based on the portfolio approach.
Grouping keywords into portfolios or groups as above is seen as the
best way to optimise your ROI. However this is not always the case;
measuring the ROI of the group as a whole can result in individual
keywords not achieving their optimum performance. One solution is
to have the capacity to switch off portfolio/group bidding.

24
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Implications for search marketing and advertisers
The best bid management strategies are those that you can easily
control. If you have an automated bid management system, look for
an open system that gives you some input over the decisions that
the tool makes, customise the thresholds which the tool will use to
optimise the keywords, and can manually over-ride its logic, and
easily modify bid strategies.
Bid management - although it can be automated - is not a switch
on and forget system. They use logic to calculate what the best
position is and to bid for your keywords, but they can’t know what is
happening out in the real world, so your input is needed (see chapter
6, 24-7 PPC management).
You may also want to refine your bid management strategies further
based on the conversion path to the final sale. Do the generic terms
fuel the actual final sales on more exact keyword phrases? If so,
should these generic terms receive a higher priority?

Case study
Orange use paid search across a broad range of campaigns to deliver against core objectives such
as driving phone connections and raising brand awareness. Autobid keyword management is a
key part of the paid search strategy that helps to lower CPA and ensure that awareness goals are
achieved.
Dart Search bid management is the platform currently utilised across all Orange campaigns. The
flexible functionality of the system allows different bid strategies to be set per campaign, based on
varying objectives. For example, for campaigns where the core objective is to raise brand awareness,
strategies are set in order to achieve 100% visibility. The benefits of using autobid strategies here is
that the tool is able to identify if positions have dropped automatically and therefore make changes
to bid price in order to meet goals instantaneously. Manual management of such a process would be
inefficient and difficult to implement.
Other campaigns that focus on ROI are managed using more complex combinations of CPA and
position based strategies. Here, using autobid management, Orange have seen a 40% reduction in
CPC on some campaigns.

Home
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24-7

PPC management
24-7 PPC management is an
advanced search marketing
technique that enhances the
start
here
success of a PPC campaign. It
involves managing, optimising
and monitoring a PPC campaign
constantly, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. This is done manually
alongside automated systems to
ensure marketers are maximising
their campaigns around external
factors such as the weather, press
activity and other uncontrollable
issues an automated system can’t
know about.

go back
to
start
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A technique that reflects market usage
Search engine marketing has become an integral part of any
online advertising campaign, whether that is SEO or PPC.
Whilst search advertising can often provide a lower CPA
than traditional offline campaigns, the market has become
increasingly competitive and costs have escalated. 24-7 real
time optimisation, a form of advanced search marketing, is an
approach to PPC search advertising that can deliver the Holy
Grail in search: both value and ROI for advertisers.
When running a PPC campaign advertisers adjust and
manipulate their keywords list and the bid price associated
with them to deliver targeted traffic for the lowest cost possible.
Typically, these PPC campaigns are monitored 9am – 5pm
Monday to Friday through the use of automated bid systems.
Until recently, this approach was considered to be perfectly
adequate.
However, the web is available to consumers around the
clock, and they are using search continuously in different time
zones. The ability to have full control of the PPC activity 24
hours a day, seven days a week provides greater control over
the market and the target audience. Today, 24-7 real time
optimisation plays a crucial role in delivering performance and
ROI generation of a PPC campaign by eliminating the time lag
time between the search engine and the occurrence of data.

“The ability to have
full control of the
PPC activity 24 hours
a day, seven days
a week provides
greater control over
the market and the
target audience.”
David White,
Weboptimiser

27

24-7 PPC management
Benefits
Real-time campaign management

IAB top tip
Identify as many areas
that could influence your
PPC campaign before it
launches. This will help
you monitor them during
the campaign, although
the very nature of this
advanced technique
means there is always
going to be something
that you can’t predict
– thus the need for round
the clock monitoring!

By combining automated bid software and human expertise,
24-7 PPC management gives advertisers full control of
their PPC activity. With the knowledge and ability to adapt
to competitor bid strategies and fluctuations in search
behaviour, results are always in line with client objectives,
whatever the day or time.

Real-time budget control
Having the ability to capitalise on fluctuations in demand by
assessing search trends to the minute means advertisers can
effectively distribute their PPC budgets to achieve greater ROI.

Real-time tracking
With standard tracking tools there are inevitable down times,
but by using real-time tracking software, a campaign can be
tracked from click to conversion as they happen. Campaigns
can be adapted to maximise the results as they come in.
Compared to work day 9 am - 5.30 pm campaigns, 24-7
PPC management provides a maximum 12 hour real time
competitive advantage, and 48 hours at weekends.

Instant strategy implementation
24-7 management allows for strategic bid changes to be
implemented immediately; whereas with bid automated
software this can take up to 24 hours.
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Web analytics
The 24-7 combined management of web analytics software
enables you to see and analyse traffic on your site from click to
conversion and identify ineffective landing pages, drop off points
and much more in real-time. This tool is essential to ensure that
the traffic that is delivered to your site has a successful user
experience and optimal conversion rates.

Case Study: Virgin Money
Virgin Money approached Weboptimiser after they had already carried out significant national and
local advertising, including TV, radio, direct mail and press advertising. An optimisation campaign
was started on natural search keywords and related keywords.
Then the 24/7 approach to analyse which keywords were most successful at converting visitors to
customers was carried out by Weboptimiser. This was done by integrating the search optimisation
activity with other promotional activity. For instance, Virgin may focus on credit cards in national
TV, press and radio advertising; this would then be mirrored in the search campaign. All the activity
is managed in this way to get maximum ROI.
Since the launch of the campaign to include 24/7, Virgin Money has seen a 40% uplift in online
applications across all of its financial products since Weboptimiser took over the SEO activity, and
some individual products experienced much greater increases.

Summary
In an increasingly competitive area, neglecting a campaign
overnight or over a weekend can result in significant losses in
certain highly competitive markets. The ability to target your
market 24-7 via search is now essential - with many already
benefiting from the results.

Home
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Measuring
success using
advanced analytics
start
here

Most businesses know
how many web visitors
they receive and the
number of sales/leads
generated from them.
However it is still amazing
that woefully poor
conversion rates are
accepted as being the
norm for conducting
business online.
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With a clear understanding of how you acquire visitors, the
resulting user experience, conversion rate and ROI, you can
not only benchmark specific marketing strategies, but also
dramatically improve your bottom line.
Put simply, this is what web analytics tools can do for your
business. Example vendors include Webtrends, Omniture,
Visual Sciences, IndexTools, Nedstat and Google Analytics.

“Any business making a living
from their web site is going to be
dead in the water without a clear
understanding of their visitor traffic.”
Brian Clifton,
Google
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Measuring success using advanced analytics
What can be measured?
The field of web analytics has come a long way in recent
years. What used to be a technical subject for tracking
server performance, error pages and hits, has evolved into a
marketer’s dream. There are different conversion metrics and
user pathways (the journey a user takes as they click
from one web page to another) available that can be cross
referenced by other data such as the visitors’ geographic
location, or which search engine and keyword they used to
arrive on your site.

How to implement web analytics
Today web analytics tools are easier to implement than ever
before. Rather that analysing logfiles, setup can now be as
simple as adding a couple of lines of hidden code to your
web pages – usually javascript. This code simply streams
visitor data to collection servers at your provider and you login
via a web interface to view your reports.
Of course, collecting the data is only the first step of
improving your web site performance. Adjusting your
configuration to track events, goals and funnel paths is
where you will gain the greatest insights.

Privacy obligations
As a web site owner you have obligations when it comes
to protecting the privacy of your website visitors. In the
European Union it is a legal requirement that you inform your
visitors if they are being tracked in your privacy policy.
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How much resource should I spend on this?
Before investing in web analytics, estimate the value that it can
bring to your business. Typically improving your conversion rate
by one percentage point is a good starter. If this increase is
worth £1,000’s per year to you, then clearly this is the potential
budget that can be dedicated to web analytics.
The key however, is not to spend your analytics budget just
on a reporting tool, as no web analytics tool can optimise your
web site/marketing campaigns for you. That requires smart
people who interpret the data and provide an action plan.
So think of investing the majority of your web analytics budget
into the analysis of your data. This can be the hiring of a
professional, the training of existing staff, or a combination of
both -it is these people that will identify and implement that
one percentage point growth, not the tool itself.

IAB top tip
Do you monitor the
keywords people are
using to find your site?
You might be monitoring
clickthrough on the
phrases you promote, but
are users getting to your
pages using a phrase you
didn’t think of? Most user
analytics programmes will
offer the facility to see
what a user has entered to
find a page. Look at these
and use them to improve
your keyword strategy.

Home
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Copywriting for
paid search
Copy in search advertising has
traditionally played not so much
second fiddle as third fiddle,
start
here
behind keyword selection and
bid management. But effective
writing of search copy can reap
huge benefits without the need to
invest in cutting edge optimisation
technology.
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Principles of search copywriting
On the face of it, search is a pretty drab playground for a
copywriter. You have very little space to work with – normally
fewer than 100 characters is the norm. Worse still, your ad
is surrounded by competitive ads – often all screaming very
similar messages.
Two things bring the playground to life. The first is the speed
with which data comes back from search marketing – and
the second is how easy it is to set up split tests of different
copy. In fact the best policy is to set up at least three or four
creatives per ad group, and then see which one performs
best.
Google’s editorial guidelines for search listings say that
you should use the limited space you have for concise,
informative language that sets you apart from your
competition. Easier said than done?

“Linking your
Google Adwords
account to your
Google Analytics
account lets you
compare the impact
of different Adwords
creative messages
on web metrics,
including visits and
conversions.”
Mike Teasdale,
Harvest Digital
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Copywriting for paid search
Ideas to help make your ad stand out

IAB top tip
Use keyword tools from
search engines to find out
what people are searching
for in your areas. This will
help with different options
for copy and offer an
insight into the minds of
your customers.
Google:
https://adwords.google.
com/select/KeywordToo
lExternal?defaultView=2
suggestion/

Borrow from offline  
Got a great offline strapline? Use it as your headline
– none of your competitors can do that.

Use seasonality
“Don’t wait for the cold snap to get your winter coat.”
“Give your finances a spring-clean”

Use time limited offers
If the discount only runs through July, or while stocks
last, point that out. It’s a great reason for the searcher
to click your ad.

Get under the skin of the customer
Who is the most likely person to buy your product?
Write for them: “Had a new baby? It’s time to think
about life insurance.”

Test dynamic keyword insertion
This is a great tool that lets you automatically insert the
search term matched against a user’s search into your
copy. Normally ads that include the search term will
perform better. Ebay is a good example of a company
that uses this technology effectively.

go back
to
start
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Test regional copy
If you are targeting a location, use that in your copy. “Lowest
car insurance prices in Liverpool”.

Test time / day specific copy
You may be choosing to show your ads on certain days or at
certain times of day. Don’t ignore the creative possibilities:
“Phew, it’s Friday!”

Ask a question
You probably don’t have time to spell out all the benefits of
your products – but you can always ask a question instead.
“Why is Xendoc rendering better?”.

Be emotive
“Mother’s Day Gifts” versus “Don’t forget Mother’s Day”.

Choose the right call to action
Even tiny differences in call-to-action copy… ‘Find out more’,
‘Enter now’, ‘Buy now’ or ‘Sign up now’ can all make a
difference.

Is it for a specific audience?

Summary
The most important
advice is simply
to have fun. Play
around with the
copy.  Push the
rules – see what
you can get away
with.  Compete with
someone on your
team to see who can
come up with the
best copy line that
month – loser buys
the drinks!!

Minimise negative clicks by making it clear: “Great deals for
business users”

home
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Cross media
integration
start
here

As people continue to
move online for business,
entertainment and socialising,
it is becoming more and more
challenging to effectively
advertise and market to
customers. In an on-demand,
user-generated culture, it’s
easy for your audience to tune
out if they don’t agree with
what you’re saying.
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Savvy marketing necessary to create
brand experience
The increasingly fragmented media landscape means marketers
have to be more innovative in their approach to customers.
This does not mean, however, that they should abandon
traditional outlets in favour of new media. Marketers need to
be savvy about how they reach their target audience by using
all forms of relevant media available to engage rather than
alienate consumers. This principal particularly applies to search
marketing, as search engines have become the world’s primary
research tool and often the first place people go after seeing
relevant offline campaigns.

What is cross media integration?
According to a recent BIG study , 89 percent of people regularly
/ occasionally research online before buying offline, yet only 7
percent of retail sales occur online. It is clear that exposure to
online advertising is fundamentally changing the way consumers
shop. Bearing this in mind, it’s surprising that more brands are
not moving toward a blended advertising model which integrates
online and offline activity with search at its heart. When brands
are placed in multiple channels they take on a life of their own.
Consumers can find them on Facebook, in the cinema or on the
beach. It’s no longer simply what a brand says to us, or how
it infiltrates our lives; it’s about being relevant and useful, and
available when and where we need it.

“When viewed
together, campaigns
that take advantage
of both search and
display advertising
are far more
engaging and
effective than those
viewed individually.”
Grant Thomas,
Yahoo!

What is the best way to bridge the gap between offline and
online? The answer lies in search. A report issued last year
by Hitwise UK entitled ‘The Hitwise Media Impact Report’
measured the impact of offline advertising on online consumer
behaviour.
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Cross media integration
One of the key findings was that when Sky’s media campaign
included both online and offline advertising (from September
to November 2005) the strongest result was achieved online.
Searches for the Sky brand increased 20% and searches for
the Sky URL more than doubled. To underline the difference
made by an integrated campaign, when an offline campaign
ran without the integration of an online campaign in March
and April 2005, the same lift in searches did not occur.

Search and display
Once consumers are conducting online searches then the
key goal is targeted and effective advertising. Last year,
comScore Networks conducted research to measure the
impact of display and search advertising campaigns. The
study, entitled ‘Close the Loop: Understanding Search and
Display Synergy,’ found that when combined, search and
display advertising deliver profoundly better results than when
used independently. The overall results showed that when
viewed together, campaigns that take advantage of both
search and display advertising are far more engaging and
effective than those viewed individually.
Online users who were exposed to both the search and
display advertising campaigns increased their share of page
views relative to competitive sites by 68 percent, and time
spent by 66 percent. More importantly, among those exposed
to both the search and display ads, purchases of the
advertiser’s products and services increased by 244 percent
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online and 89 percent offline compared to online users with
similar behaviour who were not exposed to these ads.
The study also found that exposure to a display advertisement
increased the related trademark term searches (brand,
company or product names) by an average of 26 percent
during the campaign flight. This shows that interest generated
from display advertising carries over to consumer search
behaviour, making it crucial that marketers use the two in
unison to take full advantage of their online brand presence.

Implications for advertisers
Put simply, changes in media consumption mean that the future
of the advertising and marketing industries will depend as much
on experiences and dialogue as direct messaging. As research
heavy consumers engage with your products online, you can
influence their eventual in-store purchase. Search is surging
ahead in this respect by helping to combine all of the different
media types. However, there is no room for complacency.

IAB top tip
Is there a correlation
between the copy on your
other marketing materials
and the keyphrases
people are using in
search engines? If so, it
means they’ve engaged
with your brand – sound
the trumpets! Find out
what works and use it
again.

Integration is no longer simply between brand and media;
it’s about creating experience and connecting brands with
customers through informative websites that provide customers
with ways to engage at a deeper level with your brand and your
products. Using the advanced technique of integrating search
with all your media messages, you can help connect consumers
with your brand more efficiently and with greater results.

home
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Multi channel
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Search engines now
offer the ability to
search for different
types of content such as
video, mapping, news,
products, scanned
books and images
– this is known as multi
channel search.
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This is being taken on step further as search marketers now have
to contend with the Google ‘Universal Search’ and similar offerings
from Yahoo! and MSN whereby different media types are integrated
directly into a natural search engine results page (SERP).

Implications
for advertisers
An example of a standard Google

Advertisers had some
search page for the ‘Dove evolution’
concerns about the
campaign with video integrated
new concept as it may
into results.
be pushing relevant
SEO listings further
down the results page.
On top of this, common
sense (as well as eye-tracking
studies) pointed out that potentially
user attention was drawn towards the graphic rich results rather
than the text paid ads on the SERP. This has to be considered the
other way: when good search practice is undertaken. Having a top
“Integrating new
paid deal driven advert which can be altered quickly to react, goes
media streams such
very well with top natural based listings as well.
as mobile, products,
Yahoo conducted a study a few years ago that said there was
200% uplift in traffic with a high natural and paid listing at the
same time. It is still the same now but you can hone your natural
listing to be image based, geographic and product specific which
can only be considered a good thing.

maps and video
can be managed
via the same search
interfaces”
Jon Myers,
Latitude

Ultimately Google is not the only one to take this stance. Ask.
com this year launched Ask3D, which has the same idea of the
integration of all of the results. On top of this you can optimise
content for large format sites with multiple images, shopping
products and map listings via Google base to produce a more
relevant listing (see http://base.google.com/).
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Multi channel search
Drivers for multi-channel search

IAB top tip
A picture speaks a
thousand keywords. Bear
in mind that an image
on your page can now
appear next to your listing
in search. Don’t just grab
people’s attention with this
image, find something that
summarises the content of
the page!

Multi-channel search has been driven into the market place
in the last 18 months making for exciting times for search
marketers. Over and above this shift, the adoption of ‘social
search’, as it is generally known, has increased momentum in
2006 into 2007. The shift of power to the consumer is plain to
see, and this gives a voice and opinion to more online users.
Sites such as Digg, Myspace, YouTube and Facebook are all
well know brands in this area.
As well as interacting and writing on social sites and blogs
with targeted content to promote your business, you can
create links for SEO purposes - improving listings across natural
search results in the main SERPs. A great example of this area
on the main search engines is YahooAnswers. This presents
great potential for new advertising options within the search
area. If set up and managed correctly you can obtain high
listings within the main search results page of Yahoo as a top
answer.

Where do you start?
The search engines have recognised the shift now integrating
new media streams such as mobile, products, maps and video
that can be set up and managed via the same search interfaces
such as Google Adwords. It is as easy as clicking on the tab in
your account for the area you wish to place the advertising in
and following the instructions
(see https://www.google.com/accounts/Login).

Video
Initially a lot of this media was seen to be targeted at the
content networks. But now YouTube is standing in its own
right as one of the busiest sites on the planet with around two
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billion video stream started in the UK alone in April 2007. With the
ability to keyword target videos, run banner advertising, branding
campaigns and viral capabilities; it is a great add on tool to a
search marketer’s strategy. All of the options available can be
found here: http://www.youtube.com/advertise

Maps
Mapping technology has proved to offer more now than just
directional search options. Google has lead the way here offering
the ability to place paid and natural local business ads on their
mapping technology.

Mobile
Mobile search will become mainstream between 2008 – 2009
as technology continues to improve and becomes easier and
cheaper to use. Two billion mobiles in the world, twice the
number of internet PC’s has been said to be a misleading figure
for marketers – it isn’t. Mobile phones are replaced incredibly
quickly making the adoption of new technology extremely rapid.
When mobile technology for internet reaches the correct level,
the majority of users will have this technology in their hands and
the switch to mainstream mobile internet will happen overnight.
Search engines already offer mobile search advertising and savvy
search marketers are testing strategies now ready for the switch.
IAB will have more information on mobile search in the future.

Blogs
Blogging is a huge medium worldwide and search must be at
the forefront of advertising across this area. Blogs are a great
way to create unique targeted content and the search engines
have embraced this. As a search marketer you can also place
advertisings on these sites by switching on content networks
(see https://www.google.com/adsense/login/en_US/ and https://

Summary
Marketers that actively
use all of these search
products will ultimately
receive greater reach
in their campaigns
leading to increased
ROI. All of the various
offerings have been
created to compliment
one another to increase
results overall if you
are doing well across
the board. However,
with so many options
at one’s disposal
it is important to
concentrate carefully
on targeting and a
greater control over
your search marketing
– don’t overwhelm your
teams.

adwords.google.com/select/afc.html).
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Global search
culture and
conversion
On the opposite end of the
scale to ‘local search’, for a
company wanting to reach
new audiences the concept of
a ‘world wide web’ in search
marketing terms now looks
outdated. Without a global
search strategy, companies
in the UK have very little
chance of effectively reaching
international markets.
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Search behaviour – differences in territory
Every country has unique search behaviours which range from:
•
•
•
•

Use of search engines;
Construction of keyphrases;
Ability to access the web;
The type of content that increases conversion.

UK companies that are either global or thinking of going global have
a number of reasons that make it necessary to develop a global
search strategy:
• S
 earch marketing in English is highly competitive and this makes it
expensive too.
• B
 roadband penetration in many ‘developing’ countries is fast
approaching UK levels meaning more time spent online.
• By not thinking local, your product or service could be invisible to
potential new clients and you will be limiting sales.
• ROI is potentially higher because of a competitive advantage as
fewer local companies understand the absolute necessity for SEO/
SEM.

“Converting
international visitors
through search also
means optimising
your website and
content to obtain
the best conversion
rates”
Greig Holbrook,
Oban Multilingual

Search engine behaviour: and a correction on
who reigns supreme
Officially, in countries like the UK, Germany and France, Google is
the most popular search engine. However, this has become highly
dependent on what people are actually searching for. For example,
German and Spanish users are turning to more local search engines
that can provide the most relevant local content like www.terra.es in
Spain. These engines also tend to provide a lot of local and regional
information rather than solely listing websites.

RETURN
TO
START
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Global searchculture and conversion
A PPC campaign in Czech Republic based on Google alone is
likely to mean that up to 80% of searchers are not seeing your
ads. By far the most popular PPC campaigns in Czech and
Slovakia are through E-target, www.e-target.cz. Similarly in
Russia any SEM activity should concentrate on Rambler
or Yandex as the most popular engines rather than Google.
In China it’s Baidu.

Keyphrase behaviour
Keyphrase behaviour has become highly localised and often
culturally based. Simply translating keyphrases is very unlikely
to provide you with the best phrases either by volume or scope.
For example, in Poland they use three terms to search for
“English course”, simply translating the phrase from English
would mean missing out on a lot of traffic, also the chances of
finding the most searched for phrases become more remote if
you simply follow the translation process.

build
your
brand
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The Chinese tend to use expressions of meaning for search
rather than ‘head’ and ‘tail’ keyphrases. The Polish often
search by using the infinitive but in written Polish this can look
strange or incorrect. Italians are very anti-grammar in their
search behaviour in that they often prefer to use search phrases
which are not strictly grammatically correct.

Roll
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Example:
The Germans have developed four main approaches to
keyphrase construction:
1. German: they use the appropriate German phrase.
2. English: this can be either US English or UK English.
3. G
 erman/English: for example “Kinder Diaper” – “Child
nappy” using the US version of “nappy”.
4. N
 ew construction: the keyphrase is spelt how Germans
think it would be spelt. E.g “anti-aging” rather than “anti
ageing” and this is accepted on German websites too.
“Bungii jumping” rather than “Bungee jumping”.
There are even significant differences between countries that
speak the same language. Between Germany and Austria, for
example, German people would commonly use the word “der
Junge” for ‘boy’ whereas Austrians use ‘der Bub’.

Content conversion: cultural content design
Getting international visitors to your site through search is
of course only half of the picture. Successfully converting
international visitors through search also means optimising your
website and content to obtain the best conversion rates and ROI.
Research (Hofstede 1994, Oban 2007) has shown that each
culture responds differently to content and design and so to get
optimum results both design and content should be designed
and written from scratch.
For example the French are 300% more likely to convert on
copy written and designed specifically for them rather than a
localised translation. Many western cultures respond negatively
to ‘red’ being used in design whereas Asian cultures convert
much better with the optimum use of red in the design.

Summary
In many countries
like Denmark,
internet penetration
is already exceeding
the UK and other
markets are
catching-up quickly.
Each country holding
huge opportunities
for UK based
companies.
Social media
is increasingly
important for global
search, with many
search engines in
Asia now basing
their algorithms to
include social media
listings as well as
natural listings. It
is important for
companies in the
UK to consider
the whole web
environment in
each country when
planning any global
web strategy.
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Additional
techniques
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This handbook illustrates a
large number of advanced
search techniques and this
final chapter is an attempt
to go through as many more
techniques as possible before
we run out of space.
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Combining affiliate marketing and SEM
Affiliates can hugely affect the PPC landscape. Some super
affiliates have very large budgets and can run significant
campaigns.
Should you let affiliates drive traffic to your site through PPC
campaigns? Should you let them bid on your brand? Should
affiliates be allowed - or encouraged - to set up sub-domains
which echo your domain?
All these questions should be asked and answered as part
of your SEM campaign. The right answer for one site may
be the wrong answer for another. The way to resolve these
issues for your campaign is to test safely where you can.

IAB top tip
For more on affiliate
marketing and SEM,
see the IAB’s Affiliate
Marketing Handbook:  
www.iabuk.net/
affiliatemarketing
handbook/

In every case it is best practise not to battle with your
affiliates. Work with your affiliates to explore opportunities and
keep them in the loop.

Multivariate testing
Multivariate Testing is an analytical method which fine tunes
your landing pages to be as effective as possible. Whereas
A/B testing allows you to compare the performance of two
landing pages (page A versus page B) multivariate testing
allows you to compare the performance of hundreds of
variables.
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Additional techniques
For example, you could try your landing page with four different
images, three different headlines, eight different “buy now”
button colours and five different “buy now” button positions.
The software is able to test all these variations at once and
determine which variation is the most successful at generating
leads (or other KPIs). The more variations you try at once the
more traffic you need in order to complete the test.

Roll
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There are a number of multivariate testing providers: Omniture
(who now own Offermatica and Touch Clarity), Maxymiser
and Google’s free Website Optimiser product, for example.
These systems tend to work with JavaScript and tracking
tags. These tracking tags are often in addition to your current
web analytics or SEM tracking tags. A key point to note is that
when JavaScript is used to produce content it can significantly
harm SEO rankings. Ideally, multivariate testing is done in
coordination with SEM, SEO and affiliate marketing campaigns.

Quality score improvements
Search engines reward advertisers who have quality and
relevant adverts. An improved Quality Score can lead to a
decrease in the minimum CPC and improvement in the ad
position. A number of factors affect Quality Score; clickthrough rate, relevance of ad text to keyword bids and the
quality of the landing page.
One technique to improve the Quality Score of a landing page
is to make sure the search engines can plainly see what the
page is about (a core part of SEO) and ensuring the ad text
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reflects that. Landing pages which let users buy the product
advertised in the creative are good as well as landing pages with
unique content. Sites with privacy policies or which do not require
registration often enjoy better Quality Scores than those with
content behind preview-less subscription barriers.

Integrating search with stock availability
This is the process of changing your PPC ad copy, or changing
the amount of ads in PPC search dependant on your stock
availability. This process can be considered for campaigns that
could end up incurring extra costs or poor customer service as a
result of continuing to drive traffic to their websites with misleading
messaging. For instance, if you are offering sale items and you run
out of stock it is important to remove any ads from search engines
displaying the offer, or to change the wording to ‘preorder’.
It is sometimes possible to provide this service manually (in a
similar way to 24/7 PPC management) depending on the size
of the account or the frequency of changes. Predictive analytics
software is also available for you to predict when in-stock and
out-of-stock situations will occur. Any automated solution needs to
ensure that the additional costs of API quota, database integration
and the lost of bid history do not exceed the benefits of having up
to date PPC ad copy.

“Search engines
reward advertisers
who have quality and
relevant adverts”
Andrew Girdwood,
BigMouthMedia

Home
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Conclusions
and summary
By Brian Clifton, Google
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Having begun my career
in the web industry back in
1997, one thing that struck
me from reviewing this 2008
Handbook from the IAB, is
how far search marketing
has come in recent years.
For example, SEO was once
perceived as a dark art and
avoided by marketers out
of misunderstanding and
fear. Since the myths have
been debunked, SEO has
simply become technical
marketing and the practice
is now commonplace.
miss a
turn
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Pay-per-click advertising has also grown in usage and
developed from what used to be a simple “highest bidder wins”
auction model, into to a more sophisticated platform where the
quality of landing pages are also taken into account.
Web analytics, the tools that measure and benchmark all of
this heightened search marketing activity, have progressed but
conversely also simplified – making it easier for marketers to be
involved with their implementation and resultant data analysis.

So what’s next for search marketing?
During 2007 one area of the web grew dramatically - social
networks. Rather than the traditional “push approach” of
businesses publishing information on their site to a potential
audience, social networks relate to the audience discussing
and publishing amongst themselves – also known as usergenerated content. Example sites include MySpace, Yahoo
Groups and Friends Reunited. These are some of the most
highly visited websites on the planet.
In addition to the social aspect of this medium, discussed
“conversations” often include product reviews, retailer and
supplier experiences, brand image, price comparison, after
sales support service etc. Moving forward, it will become
increasing important that any business conducting search
marketing also considers social networks as part of the mix.
However, engaging with such independent minded large
groups and how to measure any impact, is the next challenge
for search marketers.
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Conclusions and summary
Another usage of the web that is gaining momentum is access
via mobile technologies. Although still in its infancy, the challenge
here is not so much advertising in conjunction with mobile search
queries, but whether the web site being advertised is actually
user friendly i.e. can be viewed and navigated easily using a
mobile device.

Summary
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In just over ten years, we have seen an incredible amount of
innovation and creativity on the web - and it is search that has
been at the forefront of users being able to discover this. In fact
today, many people spend more time interacting with the internet
than they do watching television or reading newspapers and
magazines combined.
The power of search marking is its ability to deliver the three R’s
– the right message to the right user at the right time. Such ‘pull’
dissemination of information puts the consumer at the focal point
of marketing efforts – rather than the product, as has traditionally
been the case. This is a powerful combination that is proven to
give the best ROI for advertisers.
However marketers shouldn’t consider search marketing as a
silo. Integrate it with other media – for example TV driving search
queries for your brand or search driving views of your TV ad on
youTube.
The key is that search should be at the heart of your marketing
strategy. Not only is it an exciting, evolving medium to work in, but
it’s the only one that can deliver the three R’s - and what’s more it’s
all directly measurable.

Brian Clifton
Head of Web Analytics EMEA, Google
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Affiliate marketing: an affiliate (a web site owner or publisher), displays an
advertisement (such as a banner or link) on its site for a merchant (the brand or
advertiser). If a consumer visiting the affiliate’s site clicks on this advertisement and
goes onto perform a specified action (usually a purchase) on an advertisers site then
the affiliate receives a commission.

Algorithm: the set of ‘rules’ a search engine may use to determine the relevance
of a web page (and therefore ranking) in its natural search results. See also organic
search results and search engine optimisation
Blog: an online space regularly updated presenting the opinions or activities of one
or a group of individuals or company and usually displaying in chronological order or
subject/theme order.

Click-through: when a user interacts with an advertisement and clicks through to
the advertiser’s website.

CTR (click-through rate): frequency of click-throughs as a percentage of
impressions served. Used as a measure of advertising effectiveness. See also
impression, click-through.
Cookie: a small text file on the user’s PC that identifies the user’s browser, and
hence the user, so they are ‘recognised’ when they re-visit a site.
Conversion rate: measure of success of an online ad when compared to the clickthrough rate. What defines a ‘conversion’ depends on the marketing objective. For
example, it can be defined as a sale or request to receive more information.
CPA (1-cost per action): a pricing model that only charges advertising on an
action being conducted- for example a sale or a form being filled in.
CPA (2-cost per acquisition): cost to acquire a new customer.
CPC (cost per click): the amount paid by an advertiser to a search marketing
provider for a click on their sponsored search listing. See also PPC.
Deep linking: advert linking beyond a home page to a page inside the site with
content pertinent to the advert.  

Domain name: the unique name of an internet site eg. www.iabuk.net.  
Flash: web design software that creates animation and interactive elements which
are quick to download.

Home
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Geotargeting: the process of only showing adverts to people on a website and in
search engines based on their physical location. This could be done using advanced
technology that knows where a computer is located or by using the content of website
to determine what a person is looking for, e.g. someone searching for a restaurant in
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Impression: the metric used to measure views of a web page and its elements- including
the advertising embedded within it. Ad Impressions are how most online advertising is
sold and the cost is quoted in terms of the cost per thousand impressions (CPM).

ISP (internet service providers): companies that connect people to the internet
in exchange for a fee using methods such as broadband and DSL. Examples of ISP’s
include Tiscali, BT and AOL.

IP address: the numerical internet address assigned to each computer on a network
so that it can be distinguished from other computers. Expressed as four groups of
numbers separated by dots.
Keyword marketing: the purchase of keywords (or ‘search terms’) by advertisers in
search listings. See also PPC.
Meta-tags/descriptions: HTML tags that identify the content of a web page for the
search engines.

Microsite: a sub-site reached via clicking on an ad. The user stays on the publisher’s
website but has access to more information from the advertiser.
Natural search results: the ‘natural’ search results that appear in a separate section
(usually the main body of the page) to the paid listings. The results listed here have
not been paid for and are ranked by the search engine (using spiders or algorithms)
according to relevancy to the term searched upon. See also spider, algorithm, SEO.
Query string formation: in a search engine, a query string is the set of words
entered into a search engine by an individual. For example, a search for “search engine
marketing information”. Query string formation is simply the process of thinking of the
correct query string to get the results required.
Paid search: see PPC.
Podcast: an audio broadcast that has been produced in a digital format so it can be
downloaded for digital music players. Coined ‘pod’ cast because of the proliferation of
the iPod digital music player.

PPC (pay per click) - a search marketing model that allows advertisers to bid for
placement in the paid listings search results on terms that are relevant to their business.
Advertisers pay the amount of their bid only when a consumer clicks on their listing. Also
called sponsored search or paid search.
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Reach: the number of unique web users potentially seeing a website one or more
times in a given time period expressed as a percentage of the total active web
population for that period.
RSS (really simple syndication): software that allows you to flag website
content (often from blogs or news sites) and aggregate new entries to this content
into an easy to read format that is delivered directly to a user’s PC. See also blogs.
Sales house: an organisation which sells advertising on behalf of other media
owners.  These sales houses typically retain a percentage of the revenue they sell in
exchange for their services.  These organisations may combine a number of websites
together and sell them as different packages to advertisers.  

Session: the time spent between a user starting an application, computer, website
and logging off or quitting.
SEM (search engine marketing): the process which aims to get websites listed
prominently in search-engine results through search-engine optimisation and paid
search. See also PPC, Paid Search and SEO.
SEO (search engine optimisation): the process which aims to get websites listed
prominently within search engine’s organic or nautral(algorithmic, spidered) search
results. Involves making a site ‘search engine friendly’. See also organic listings

Site analytics: the reporting and analysis of website activity- in particular user
behaviour on the site. All websites have a weblog which can be used for this purpose
but other third party software is available for a more sophisticated service.
Spider: a programme which crawls the web and fetches web pages in order for them
to be indexed against keywords. Used by search engines to formulate search result
pages. See also organic listings and algorithm

Sponsored search: see PPC (pay per click).
Traffic: number of visitors who come to a website- usually measured as unique
users. See also unique users
Unique users: number of different individuals who visit a site within a specific
time period.

User generated content: online content created by website users rather than
media owners or publishers- either through reviews, blogging, podcasting or posting
comments, pictures or video clips. Sites that encourage user generated content
include Facebook, MySpace, YouTube, Wikipedia and Flickr.  

URL (uniform resource locator): technical term that is used to refer to the web
address of a particular webpage. For example, www.iabuk.net/search.  
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